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Data Citation Detectives
The Role of a Bibliographer 
for a Social Science Data 
Archive
● Developed in 2000 with the assistance of a 
National Science Foundation grant
● Over 92,000 citations as of September 2020
● Connects ICPSR data holdings to a database of 
citations of scholarly articles, theses, and other 
publications using or analyzing the data
● New citations found and entered by a team of 
bibliographers
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Possible Benefits & Uses 
for Data Librarians
● Compiling articles for a literature review
 
● Determining what kinds of data are commonly used in 
the literature surrounding a specific data topic
 
● Tracking continued output and research impact of a 
particular dataset
 
● Providing an introduction to data use and analysis for 
more “data-hesitant” students
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Easiest Finds: Formal Data Citation
● Inclusion of easy-to-find and easy-to-detect indicators:
○ DOI
○ Study title
○ “Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social 
Research”
● Easier to automate query searches to bring back 
matches
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Opaque & Informal Data Citation




○ Mention of data source in text but no formal 
reference with a persistent identifier – often with 
inconsistent or incomplete study titles
○ Citing a report or journal article as the data source 
instead of the dataset itself
○ Methodology sections discussing details of a study’s 
data, but avoiding direct mention of the title or 





1. Select an ICPSR dataset to initate a search for related 
publications
2. Carefully study metadata available for the dataset, 





3. Use appropriate search queries to probe scholarly 
databases, government websites, and other relevant resources
Examples: [11219 AND “sexual assault kits”]; [“serial sexual 
assaults” AND “Detroit”]
4. When publications using the data are found and are not 
already included in the Bibliography, enter new citations for 




5. If a search query provides productive results, create an email alert 
within the scholarly database to receive updates when new 
publications with matching keywords appear
6. Check the Bibliography email account on a regular basis to go 
through query alerts with new results to see whether or not those 
results use ICPSR and can also be added to the Bibliography. Ideally, 
once a search has been done manually the automated query results 
will do that lifting from now on – I only have to examine the results 
brought back. 
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Citing Data Right
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sdonetti@umich.edu
 bibliography@icpsr.umich.edu
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